Charles Anthony Lallo Jr.’s newly released “The Eartheart Experience” offers a beautiful perspective that points towards one’s spiritual essence

“The Earheart Experience: A Natural Alignment for Greater Purpose” from Christian Faith Publishing author Charles Anthony Lallo Jr. shares an illuminating discussion that deals with a modern philosophy grounded on an expression that leads to modern enlightenment.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 04, 2020 -- “The Earheart Experience: A Natural Alignment for Greater Purpose”: an important tool that teaches how to attain balance, be openhearted, and be aware of how one’s choices affect others. “The Earheart Experience: A Natural Alignment for Greater Purpose” is the creation of published author Charles Anthony Lallo Jr., a writer who keeps music as a primary force in his life. He has performed as a solo artist and with bands as a singer-songwriter, as well as performing on guitar and keyboards.

Lallo Jr. shares, “The Earheart Experience is a philosophy transcending all that separate us. Based upon our two most basic, essential elements our EARTH, our home EXternal and our HEART, our home INternal, these two ‘common denominators’ to every one of us, create a platform for us to all ‘come together’ in a spirit of love and beauty emanating from Divine Expression.

"It is not happenstance, nor coincidence, that these two most important elements to our existence happen to have exact same characters, in exact same sequence, with exact same numerological value.

"The Earheart Experience’ points us homeward toward our spiritual, mystical essence. This philosophical perspective gives glimpse to an underlying ‘Truth Reality’ showing us there is more than meets the eye in life.

“The Earheart Experience is an expression of the flow of ‘grace’. This ‘FLOW’ expresses a ‘FLOWer’ of higher consciousness and greater awareness. A deeper level of reality is that we all come from the same Source of Life. It is this Source of Life that awakens each of us into every new day. This is a common truth for us all.

“How real do YOU want to get? The answer determines how well we get to know ourselves. A must-do! YOUUniverse is the book. God is the author.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Charles Anthony Lallo Jr.’s new book is a brilliant guide for the readers that will help them find their way back home to God by getting to know themselves and achieve peace and clarity of mind.

View a synopsis of “The Earheart Experience: A Natural Alignment for Greater Purpose” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Earheart Experience: A Natural Alignment for Greater Purpose” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “The Earheart Experience: A Natural Alignment for Greater Purpose,” contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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